Welcome
We are delighted to welcome you to our 4th Design Central North West Event, our biggest show to date. This year we have moved
to the stunning Capesthorne Hall, a beautiful family-owned stately home set in 100 acres of picturesque countryside.
Design Central North West provides you with the opportunity to see the recently launched collections of fabrics, wallpapers,
flooring, furniture, lighting, furnishings and more all from the top brands and suppliers within the interiors trade.
Our exhibitors will be displaying their collections all day throughout the main and rear part of the house, as well as the extension
marquee along with more suppliers within the Pavilion Suite.
The show is designed to be completely at your leisure and is the perfect place to relax and take a break. Absorb the surroundings
and enjoy the freshly prepared lunches, fabulous cakes and tea & coffee all available within the Pavilion Suite.
The Design Central team would love to know and see how you’ve spent your day with us so please share your best finds,
inspiration and wonderful images on Instagram, Facebook or Twitter using our handle @designcentraluk and #designcentraluk.
We are also delighted to announce that this year we have partnered with and are now recognised by the British Institute of
Interior Design (BIID). This event partnership provides recognition to the dedication and passion we have to provide designers
with the inspiration and resources they require in much more regional locations, all completely free.
My team and I hope you have a wonderful experience at the show and if there is anything we can do to help support you in
anyway then please ask a member of our team throughout the event.
Web: www.designcentraluk.com
Email: cathmccubbin@designcentraluk.com
Tel: +44 (0) 7841 352978

Catherine McCubbin
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‘1755 by Axminster is an exclusive collection that brings our
colourful archives to life and offers a bespoke service for interior
designers, architects and specifiers. The highest quality woven
carpets and rugs - original crafted vintage meets modern
innovation and customisable design. With direct access to our
in-house design team and skilled weaving expertise we will
create and craft a personal service from sketch to carpet or rug.
Luxurious and tailor-made for your project, all proudly based in
Axminster, Devon.’

Web: www.1755.co.uk
Email: hello@1755.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1297 32244
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Address: Axminster Carpets Ltd, Axminster, Devon, EX13 5PQ

CR A FTED BY A XMI NSTER

C R E AT E D B Y YO U

175 5 BY A X M I N ST E R I S A N E XC LU S I V E
C U R AT E D C OL L E C T ION T H AT B R I NG S
OU R C OL OU R F U L A RC H I V E S T O
L I F E A N D A L S O OF F E R S A B E S P OK E
S E RV IC E FOR I N T E R IOR DE S IG N E R S ,
A RC H I T E C T S A N D S P E C I F I E R S
The highest quality woven carpets and rugs - original crafted
vintage meets modern innovation and customisable design.
With direct access to our in-house design team and skilled
weaving expertise we will create and craft a personal service
from sketch to carpet or rug. Luxurious and tailor-made
for your project, all proudly based in Axminster, Devon.

Instagram | @1755byaxminster

Website | www.1755.co.uk

Get in touch | hello@1755.co.uk
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Embrace indulgence and craftsmanship with 1838 Wallcoverings
new collection Elodie.
Inspired by Art Deco, Elodie is a captivating mix of luxurious
effects, decadent details and a sumptuous colour palette, that
not only captures the Zeitgeist of the past, but reinvents it for
today’s interior schemes. Printed by skilled craftsmen on original
machinery dating back over 100 years, Elodie rekindles the
traditions of British craftmanship. Select patterns have a hand
painted look, others are adorned with lavish, velvety flocks,
glistening beads, high sheen foils, metallics and textured inks,
bringing them to life to form unique, resplendent interiors.
At the heart of 1838 is a celebration of design and
craftsmanship. A luxury brand manufacturing all wallpapers at
our factory in Lancashire, England. The family owned business is
led by brother and sister team James and Abigail Watson, whose
family has over 4 generations of wallpaper printing experience.
All wallpapers are manufactured using water based, non-toxic
inks, which are environmentally safe and printed on responsibly
sourced, recyclable, non woven substrates.

Web: www.1838wallcoverings.com
Email: info@1838wallcoverings.com
Tel: +44 (0) 1254 397631
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Instagram: @1838_wallcoverings
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Established 1837, Abraham Moon luxury wool furnishing fabrics
are designed and crafted at our unique mill in Great Britain.
From here we control all processes; dyeing and blending the
natural fibres, spinning mélange yarns, warping, weaving, and
finishing the fabrics to our own high standards of quality and
consistency.
Moon are proudly presenting our full range of stock supported
fabrics at Design Central including our exciting new collection
Transitional.
Transitional brings together favoured design concepts
of both traditional and contemporary furnishings, using
sleek windowpane, basket weave and textured patterns in
combination with subtle dusky hues. The soft pastels of aqua,
terracotta, stone, lilac and sage offer a wonderfully eclectic
mixture of colour stories; creatively combining our unique
melange yarns with the balanced ethos of Transitional design.

Web: www.moons.co.uk
Email: customerservice@moons.co.uk
Tel: 01943 873181
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Address: Netherfield Mills, Guiseley, Leeds, LS20 9PD
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Light, harmonious, calming – our textiles stand for a fresh,
natural look with lively designs. Our product range offers
curtains, decorative fabrics, upholstery fabrics, the original
string curtain CORDON, and the ADO CoverTexTM wall covering
system. Premium quality – since 1954.
Our products are excellently suited to all settings, combinations
and styles thanks to their variety of colours and textures. The
ADO collection gives free rein to creative minds designing their
interiors.

Email: info@ado-international.co.uk
Fax: 01635 529005
Tel: 0207 351 3606
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Address: 15 Design Centre, Chelsea Harbour, London, SW10 0XE
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Altfield is a leading resource for beautiful Textiles, Wallcoverings
& Leather, distributing high-end lines from around the world.
In addition, Altfield also produce their own Wallcovering,
Fabric & Faux Leather, which blend perfectly with the brands
they represent. Their lines embody the richness of design and
material which have become synonymous with the Altfield
brand and offer the perfect balance between beauty and
performance.
Altfield Represent: ABA Interiors, Alcantara, Armani Casa
Wallcoverings, Brentano, Brochier, Elizabeth Dow, Glant, James
Malone, Jannelli & Volpi, Kohro, Maya Romanoff, Moore & Giles,
Pollack, Texam, Thesign, Walls One, Weitzner & Westbury Textiles

Web: www.altfield.com
Email: showroom@altfield.com
Tel: t+44 (0)20 7351 5893
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Address: Design Centre Chelsea Harbour, Lots Road, London, SW10 0X
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The family-run business based in Cheshire with a long standing
collaboration with the V&A, is home to a team of design
specialists who passionately create fabric for residential and
commercial projects. Offering a tailored service for those
looking for a truly distinctive piece of design, each and every
fabric is available in custom colours, with a range of base cloth
choices including opulent velvets and natural linens. Bespoke
projects over the past year range from hotels in Dubai, members
clubs in New York and townhouses in London. All fabrics are
produced in-house, from the initial design and colouration to
the printing of the fabric.

Web: www.arleyhouse.com
Email: info@arleyhouse.com
Tel: +44 (0)161 929 2750
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Address: The Old Smithy, Mobberley Road, Altrincham, WA15 0QW
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Arte is a passionate designer & manufacturer of sophisticated
wallcoverings.
The key word for the fall 2019 collections is texture: amongst the
new products you will find velvet 3D wallcoverings, exquisite
silk structures, soft microfibre textile and various plains, each
with their own distinctive texture. Prints are largely inspired by
nature. Naturally, there’s a choice of luxuriant botanical prints.
But there is more… Expect to be greeted by Bengal tigers, herds
of zebras, playful capuchins and ever so elegant hornbills.
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Web: www.arte-international.com
Email: info.uk@arte-international.com
Tel: +44 (0)800 500 3335
Address: Second Floor, Design Centre East, Chelsea Harbour,
London SW10 0XF
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Iain James Furniture offers a comprehensive range of
quintessential English manufactured classical furniture in a
wide range of exciting timbers, including Burr Walnut, Oak,
Rosewood and Mahogany to name a few.
Taking inspiration from famous designers and makers of the
past each piece is handmade through the use of selected
decorative timbers, subtle inlays and cross bandings.
Most of our comprehensive range are available in bespoke
sizes and we offer an amenable, approachable service to
interior designers and retailers alike.
Artistic Upholstery Limited was founded in 1952 by Jim
Mitchell.
Artistic is still privately owned and Managed by the founding
family, now in its third generation.
We pride ourselves on the quality of our product all of our
frames are made from solid timber and each piece is made by
one upholster from start to finish, We make one off bespoke
pieces and work closely with interior designers to recreate
there vision.
All of our models can be changed to accommodate customers
ideas.

Web: www.artisticupholstery.com | www.iainjamesfurniture.com
Email: JCM@artisticupholstery.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)115 9734481
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Address: Bridge Street, Long Eaton, Nottingham, NG10 4QQ
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As a quintessentially British company, Ashley Wilde Group
are proud to be a family business with three generations of
expertise and will showcase their widest fabric collection
offering to date, at Design Central.
Luxe brand, KAI will feature at the show and are renowned
for creating inspirational, innovative and luxurious fabrics.
Featuring sophisticated jacquards, delicate sheers and
sumptuous velvets, these unique collections are sure to inspire
and add a glamorous touch to any interior.
Ashley Wilde Designs, known for their exceptional quality
and innate sense of style, introduces an exciting range of
commercial fabrics, full of personality and colour. This unique
launch combines a range of design styles, from playful
geometrics to stylised florals and inspiring textures.
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Web: www.ashleywildegroup.com / www.kaifabrics.com,
Facebook: @ashleywildegroup / @KaiFabrics
Instagram: @ashleywildegroup / @KaiFabrics
Twitter @ashleywilde
Tel: +44 (0) 1707 635258
Address: Emmanuel House, Travellers Close, Welham Green, AL9 7LD
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Established in 1904, Bennett Silks has a long reputation for the
design, manufacture, and supply of the finest silks and fabrics
for both fashion and interior markets across the world.
Our interior collections range from extensive plain collections,
to luxurious damasks and velvets, most of which are stock
supported.
New for 2020 – Cheltenham is a high performance and
sophisticated upholstery fabric made from specially twisted
fancy yarns. Malvern is produced using 100% gassed and
mercerized cotton yarn. Tunbridge is a soft to the touch, high
quality cotton velvet, available in over 20 colour options.

Web: www.bennett-silks.co.uk
Contact: Joyce Bennett
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Email: joyce@bennett-silks.co.uk
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Handmade, stylish, contemporary furniture for the home,
garden, conservatory and beyond...
From their family-owned workshop in Nottinghamshire, the
artisans at Bennington combine their knowledge of modern
design, metalwork and upholstery to create elegant bespoke
metal furniture that is beautiful, practical, timeless and
durable.
This workshop also produces the Royal Warrant-holding
Bennington Carriages favoured by the British monarchy,
The Sultan of Brunei and The Disney Corporation, and
synonymous with exceptional design, quality and customer
service.
No request is too small – or too complex. So if you are looking
for a bespoke coffee table incorporating your own stone,
wood or glass top, a dining table to seat six or sixteen, or a
conservatory sofa, Bennington can create your own unique
item incorporating one of your own selected fabrics in a range
of contemporary paint finishes.
For more info contact Bennington Metal Furniture
01400 281280 or www.benningtonmetalfurniture.co.uk

Web: www.benningtonmetalfurniture.co.uk
Email: info@benningtonfurniture.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1400 281280
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Address: Moor Lane, Long Bennington, Nottinghamshire, NG23 5GA
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Encapsulating the serenity of the English countryside, each
design in the Antheia collection has been inspired by our
beautiful surroundings in Hampshire.
Named after the Greek goddess of flowers, Antheia
includes bold and bountiful florals, painterly landscapes
and impressionist inspired textures. The collection features
prints on sumptuous velvets, textured cotton linens and
versatile cotton satin blends, all suitable for both drapery
and upholstery.

Web: www.blendworth.co.uk
Email: mail@blendworth.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)23 9259 4911
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Address: Crookley Park, Horndean, Hampshire, PO8 0AD
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Charlotte James Furniture has been manufacturing luxury
furniture since 2003. With a trade-only client base, we work
exclusively with interior designers, architects and specifiers
both throughout the UK and internationally. Synonymous
with quality craftsmanship, our wide-ranging projects span
from boutique hotels and private residences, to 5* resorts and
restaurants.
All Charlotte James furniture is manufactured under one roof
at our Edinburgh-based workshop. During manufacture, each
piece of furniture is overseen by a nominated craftsman from
our ever-expanding team of skilled upholsterers, sewers,
polishers and cabinet makers. This ensures our ethos remains
the same: to produce high quality, beautifully designed and
wonderfully comfortable furniture.

Web: www.charlottejamesedinburgh.com
Email: enquiries@charlottejamesfurniture.com
Tel: +44 (0)131 448 2133
Address: Charlotte James Furniture, 7A Main Street, Pentland
Industrial Estate, Edinburgh EH20 9QH
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Image courtesy of Malcolm Duffin Design and ZAC and ZAC Photography
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Cheshire
Plantation Shutters

Welcome to Cheshire Plantation Shutters, a family business
established in 1998. Since supplying our first shutter we have
accumulated considerable experience in the shutter business
throughout Cheshire, Manchester and the North West of
England.
Our shutters are crafted by the world’s largest shutter
manufacturer who offers a fantastic range of high quality
natural and engineered timbers together with a host of
optional features which enable our fully trained staff to
customise each shutter to meet your precise requirements.

Web: www.cheshire-plantation-shutters.co.uk
Email: info@cheshire-plantation-shutters.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)800 917 4083
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Address: Unit 5 Holly House Estate, Middlewich Road,
Cranage,CW10 9LT
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Clarke & Clarke
Founded in 1999, Clarke & Clarke has established itself as one of the
global leaders in the home furnishing market.
The company distributes products to retailers, manufacturers and
interior designers in over 90 countries and has earned a reputation
for providing innovative designs, exceptional quality and excellent
value for money.
Clarke & Clarke was acquired by Walker Greenbank plc in 2016 and is
proud to join forces with the groups other brands; Zoffany,Sanderson
,Morris, & Co, Harlequin, Scion and Anthology.
The company markets its products under two brands; Clarke &
Clarke which is transitional in style and Studio G launched in 2016
appealing to fashion aware consumers.
AW19 collections
This season we have launched five new collections comprising of
Prince of Persia, with an eclectic mix of ten striking designs, including
velvets, prints, embroideries and weaves.
Mode, which is ‘catwalk inspired’ and is a collection of dual- purpose
boucle yarn weaves.
Diffusion, a new exciting print and weave technique, together with
our two best selling plain collections of Alvar velvet and Highlander
textured plain in new updated colours.

Web: www.clarke-clarke.com
Email: sales@clarke-clarke.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0))1706 242010
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Address: 1 Pavilion Square, Cricketers Way,
Westhoughton, BL5 3AJ
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The Pearwood Collection celebrates Cole & Son’s rich design
history, paying homage to its extensive block archive
and the print techniques pioneered by the design house
throughout its vibrant history. Taking its name from the
wood blocks originally used by Cole & Son founder, John
Perry, pearwood was selected for its relative hardness, which
allowed for cutting even the finest detail, yet possessing a
durability that would allow for longevity of the blocks.
The collection celebrates the time-honoured craftsmanship
of a bygone era with contemporary colour palettes and
modern design steeped in tradition to create something
uniquely Cole & Son.

Web: www.cole-and-son.com
Email: customer-service@cole-and-son.com
Tel: +44 (0)208 442 8844
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Address: Lifford House, 199 Eade Road, LONDON, N4 1DN
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“Rocke was born out of our customers’ desire for something
very different from the ubiquitous cream lampshade.”
Lighting, fittings, suspensions, pendants and lampshades
curated and designed in the UK.
•
•
•
•
•

Exclusive lighting ranges for all projects, curated with our
own bespoke shades.
Specialising in lampshades with designer fabrics,
wallpapers and backings made in the UK.
A range of handcrafted shades from 18cm to 1m in
materials of your choice.
Recovering services for fittings & shades to create a
unique piece.
Rocke design & manufacture an array of suspensions and
fittings in various finishes and materials.

With Rocke you can be sure your interior furnishings will be
unique.

Web: www.rocke.com
Email: hello@rocke.com
Tel: +44 (0)191 266 8883
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Address: Cotterell & Co, 9 Chollerton Drive, Benton, Newcastle
NE12 9SZ
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Crucial Trading aim to inspire and delight and truly believe if
you choose the right floorcovering everything else falls into
place.
Crucial Trading have been producing creative floorcoverings
and rugs for over 30 years with designs available in wool,
sisal, jute, sisool, coir and seagrass. Each range is made to
the highest standard and is available as either a fully fitted
floorcovering or can be used to make a bespoke rug.

Web: www.crucial-trading.com
Email: sales@crucial-trading.com
Tel: +44 (0)1562 743747
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Address: Gorsey Lane, Coleshill, Birmingham, B46 1JU
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The Design Archives was established by Sharon Crowson
whose family business, Crowson Fabrics, founded in 1978,
became one of the world’s leading brands in home textile
furnishings. With an impressive archive of designs curated
by her father, Sharon has created a collection of fabrics,
breathing new life into some of the most iconic and beautiful
archival designs offering a contemporary and vibrant colour
palette for today’s interiors.
There are four individual fabric collections as well as a
bespoke fabric backed wallpaper range. All Design Archives
fabrics are printed in the UK on quality base cloths, in a choice
of linen, velvet and cotton sateen, ideal for curtains and
upholstery use.
New for A/W 19 is the Symphony range of plain weaves and
a new linen Paisley design which will work alongside and
complement the existing collections.

Web: www.thedesignarchives.com
Email: info@thedesignarchives.com
Tel: +44 (0)207 349 7018
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Address: Studio 08 World End Studio, 132-134 Lots Road,
Chelsea Harbour, London, SW10 0RJ
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Evans Textiles is a leading and trusted supplier of curtain linings,
blackout, bed linen, curtains, cushions, bespoke fabric design
fabrics, window blinds systems, poles and curtain tracks.
Established in 1897, we’re proud to have over 100 years’
experience in supplying high quality, innovative and market
leading products. We supply and deliver all of our products on
time and within budget to designers, specifiers and contractors
in commercial and domestic sectors. We’ve fast become a
customer favourite as the ‘one-stop shop’ for your essential
interior design needs.
Must-see products at Design Central
üNEW Smart Home Technology, voice & app activated blind
and track systems
üNEW Premium curtain lining with on-trend Almond colours
üItalian-inspired Nuance Roma Wooden Pole Range
üLuxury Nuance Metal Pole Collection
üState-of-the-art curtain tracks & blind systems
üBespoke Fabric Design & Print services

Web: www.evans-textiles.com
Email: info@evans-textiles.com
Tel: +44 (0)161 274 4147
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Address: Helmet Street, Manchester, M1 2NT
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We are a specialist cushion maker, we do very little else but
make cushions all day every day!
Fine Quality Cushions have been making premium quality
cushions for 25 years with the focus on serving interior
designers. In turn those designers have worked on projects
ranging from super yachts to grand hotels such the Ritz in
Paris and cushions for the Royal Household.
Everything is hand crafted to ensure that we meet your
exacting requirements. We take your fabrics and make them
into beautiful covers, we then make inners to meet your
customers’ requirements.
The inners could be feather filled, fibre, feather & down or
down and these pads are then inserted in the covers so that
you have cushions ready to be installed at your client.

Web: www.fqcushions.co.uk
Email: cushions@finequality.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1373 451415
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Address: Units 1-3 Whitworth Road, Frome, BA13 4BY
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As a family-owned and run business, we have over 65 years’
experience in the creation and distribution of exciting and
innovative fabrics to the soft furnishings trade.
Under our 2 brands, Fryett’s and P&S, our in-house Design
Team is constantly developing unique fabrics and collections
to inspire our customers around the world.
With over 2500 options in stock available for immediate
despatch, we offer unrivalled service.
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T: 0161 794 0372
E: sales@fryetts.co.uk
www.fryetts.co.uk
www.porterandstone.co.uk
Marshall House, Rake Lane,
Clifton, Manchester, M27 8LJ
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Gascoigne Designs are a privately owned family business with
unfailing ambition and passion to design and craft some of the
world’s finest upholstered furniture. Proudly utilizing timehonored skills graciously handed down over the generations to
our skilled craftsmen and women, we lovingly create your own
individual masterpiece.
We have enjoyed working with many of the finest retailers and
top designers throughout the world for over three decades,
supplying branded and private label pieces to the discerning
customer – all built to uncompromising standards.
DESIGNED WITH PASSION – HAND CRAFTED WITH PRIDE SINCE 1989

Web: www.gascoignedesigns.co.uk
Email: sales@gascoignedesigns.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1159 464070
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Address: Wilsthorpe Road, Long Eaton, NG10 3JW
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GP&J BAKER - CORAMANDEL COLLECTION The GP & J
Baker Coromandel story begins with George Percival Baker’s
passion for Indienne textiles. Intricately detailed Kashmir
paisleys, beautiful botanicals and charming scenic prints are
all interpreted in a gentle colour palette.
GP&JBAKER - SIGNATURE VELVETS This superb collection
of printed velvets showcases some of the most iconic and
enduring GP & J Baker designs. Ranging from the famous
‘Nympheus’ and ‘Rockbird’ to ‘California’ a stunning example
of 20th Century Modernism, the collection also includes
‘Oriental Bird’, and the fabulous ‘Rio’ velvet.
THREADS - NALA PRINTS, NALA WIDE-WIDTH LINENS,
LUXURY WEAVES II This distinctive and diverse collection
of prints make the perfect stand-alone statements and when
combined with the relaxed stylish textures of ‘Luxury Weaves
II’ or the semi-sheer, wide width ‘Nala Linens’ will create
modern interiors with great presence.
BAKER LIFESTYLE - FIESTA Dynamic folkloric designs and
vibrant colour are an homage to the exuberant embroideries
of Mexico and beyond with big bold florals, dashing stripes
and striking geometrics balanced by two simple, small scale
designs reflecting local artisanal printing traditions.

Web: www.gpjbaker.com
Tel: +44 (0)7436 794909
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Address: 6 Stinsford Road, Poole, Dorset, BH17 0SW
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As a family run business we’re proud to deliver the very
best catalogue of products, and a friendly customer service
committed to excellence in everything they do.
With over 10,000 products in stock you can be sure to find
the right products from the range of fabrics, tiebacks &
trimmings, linings, workroom essentials, blinds, tracks and
wood & metal curtain poles. We’re proud to have over 30
years experience in manufacturing Silent Gliss Made to
Measure tracks & poles from our base in Preston.
Whether you’re looking for your next order or helpful
advice, the Hallis team are always here to help.

Web: www.hallishudson.com
Tel: +44 (0)1772 202 202
Address: Unit C34 Red Scar Business Park, Preston, PR2 5NN
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At Havwoods we set the trends in interior design. It is our
mission, and our passion. We thrive on inspiring our clients
with continuously evolving range of high-quality flooring
design, creating spaces which aren’t just functional but also
beautifully designed.
We have been around for over 40 years and during this time
become Britain’s foremost wood flooring company supplying
architects, interior designers and residential customers. We
concentrate almost exclusively on wood flooring: engineered
and solid wood for floors, cladding and joinery, and bespoke
solutions in all situations, in a wide variety of species and
with every conceivable finish.
We select the very best products from the best
manufacturers worldwide and as a result have a superior
portfolio of over one thousand different types of wood
flooring. Our commitment to quality, expertise and customer
service make our loyal customers come back to us time and
time again.

Web: www.havwoods.com
Email: manchester@havwoods.com
Tel: +44 (0)7384 240613
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Address: Carnforth Business Park,Oakwood Way,
Carnforth, LA5 9FD
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Guided by our founding philosophy to produce timeless
lamps, built around the very best of British design, Heathfield
& Co are designers and manufacturers of the very finest
in decorative lighting. We work with some of the world’s
leading interior designers on their most prestigious projects
around the globe, from the finest luxury hotels and stand-out
establishments to beautiful private residences.
Our product development is delivered from gorgeous design,
flawless execution and service and excellence that can only
be guaranteed by a company with its own exclusive and
comprehensive manufacturing facilities based in the UK.

Please follow us on Instagram – heathfieldandco – for all the
latest imagery, trends and portfolio updates.

Web: www.heathfield.co.uk
Email: sales@heathfield.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1732 350450
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Address: Unit 1 Priory Road, Tonbridge, Kent, TN9 2AF
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As well as offering 50mm Forestwood and Embassy fauxwood
venetian blinds, Home Creations launch their brand-new
Roman Blind and Curtain collection.
Rich jewel tones, simple florals, intricate jacquards and
fashion-forward prints can be found in the new collection
of made-to-measure Roman Blinds and Curtains from Home
Creations™. Available in one stylish collection from June 2019

Web: www.homecreationsuk.com
Tel: +44 (0)1908 642888
Address: Unit 6 Dawson Road, Milton,Keynes, MK1 1LH
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Founded in 1928, Félix and his son André Houlès established
the parent company in the heart of Paris, in the Faubourg
Saint-Antoine area, the traditional district for upholsterers,
interior designers and architects.
Houlès is nowadays established in more than 160 countries,
with 4 showrooms: Paris, Dubai, New-York, London.
Creator and designer of trimmings, decorative fabrics and
hardware collections, all exclusive, high-end and sold to
professionals all over the world, Houlès also sells upholstery
supplies and accessories.
Houlès creations are often selected for the decoration of
high-end residential projects, palaces and castles like le
Château de Versailles, or Presidential Residences in France
and abroad.

Web: www.houles.com
Tel: +44 (0)7496 159181
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Address: 207 Chelsea Harbour Design Centre, Lots Road,
London, SW10 0XE
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Ian Mankin are delighted to be showcasing their new 1485
collection of fabrics in association with The Landmark Trust at
Design Central UK 2019.
Comprising 34 fabrics and eight braids, the 1485 collection
by Ian Mankin is inspired by The Landmark Trust’s UK most
remarkable historic buildings built between 1485 and 1603.
With every purchase from 1485, they will be contributing to
this amazing conservation charity to ensure that their hugely
important work can forge ahead and that the public can
continue to enjoy holidays in extraordinary places.

Web: www.ianmankin.co.uk
Email: sales@ianmankin.com
Tel: +44 (0)207 722 0997
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Address: Ian Mankin, Ashfield Mill, Active Way,
Burnley, BB11 1BS

in association with
Sackville Stripe, Russet
1485 Collection
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Here at Ian Sanderson we are passionate about fabrics.
A family business since 1962 home-grown on a farm in
Berkshire near Highclere Castle, we create fabric stories
for modern living. The essence of our style is often
traditional: multi-coloured printed linen and velvets with
supporting weaves to add texture and colour: plush velvets,
stonewashed linens, elaborate jacquards, wool plaids,
wide width textured sheers - eclectic threads which weave
magical stories.
This autumn we are pleased to be launching the longawaited new colours of UMI, our perennial upholstery
semi-plain along with TARSA, it’s sister geometric design.
Our graceful new design, HOMEWARD BOUND will be flying
in on wall paper and fine linen to add feature and timeless
calm.
We are passionate about what we do and produce designs
that we would love to have in our own home and hope that
you will too!

Web: www.iansanderson.co.uk
Email: sales@iansanderson.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1635 017810
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Address: PO Box 148, Newbury, Berks, RG20 9DW
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ILIV designs beautiful, high quality fabrics to inspire stylish
interiors, offering a mix of both retail and high performance
fire retardant textiles suitable for domestic and public
spaces. At this year’s Design Central North West, ILIV will be
showcasing over 60 fabric collections, including brand new
for Autumn/Winter 2019; quintessentially British Botanist
collection, glamorous and sophisticated Astoria, majestic
Teatro and statement collection Navajo, influenced by tribal
roots.

Web: www.i-liv.co.uk
Email: sales@smd-textiles.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1772 665220
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Address: Pittman Way, Fulwood, Preston, PR2 9ZD
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Quality with style, a love for handmade textures, natural
colours and sustainable fibres, respect for the environment
and everyone who crafts their carpets and rugs – remains the
essence of all that Jacaranda do. Jacaranda’s carpet and rug
ranges are suitable for domestic, through to heavy contract
locations.

Web: www.jacarandacarpets.com
Email: sales@jacarandacarpets.com
Tel: +44 (0)1536 762697
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Address: 1 Cockerel Rise, Desborough,
Northamptonshire, NN1 2WE
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Since James Hare’s humble beginnings in 1865, the Hare family
has been designing, manufacturing and distributing elegant
fabrics using only the finest materials and techniques.

JAMES HARE

Our extensive range of silks, both natural and faux, are available
in over 700 plain colours and a gorgeous array of woven
patterns. As well as bringing intense colour and texture to
home furnishings, virtually all of our fabrics can be paper
backed to create luxurious wallcoverings.
Now run by the fifth generation of the family, James Hare still
abides by it’s founder’s principles of offering only the best in
British design, quality and service.

Web: www.james-hare.com
Email: sales@james-hare.com
Tel: +44 (0)113 236 4904
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Address: Monarch House, Queen Street, Leeds, LS1 2TW
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JLS Designs – Suppliers of Luxury Trimmings & Fabrics
Offering a bespoke design service and stocked collections of
beautiful trimmings of embroidered tapes, hand-tied tassels,
fringes, cords and tiebacks. We believe a personal relationship
with all our customers is of great importance, in these uncertain
times customer service is our top priority. Along side the
trimmings we offer the distribution of the THEVENON fabrics.
These beautiful fabrics are all designed, created, woven and
printed in France in collaboration with renowned designers,
InkFabrik, Patrick Plattier, Nathalie Lété, Prune Cirelli, Stella
Cadente, François Bauchet & Michel Klein producing two
collection annually.

Web: www.jls-designs.co.uk
Email: ds@jls-designs.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1273 421999
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Address: Regency House, North Street, Portslade, BN41 1ES
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Supplying soft furnishers, interior designers and contract
customers for over 20 years, luxury fabric specialist Kobe UK,
has a first-class reputation for outstanding quality, innovative
design and excellent customer service.
Kobe will showcasing its latest FR Essentials collection, along
with Artisan which includes an eclectic mix of ‘boho’ inspired
curtain and upholstery fabrics, along with a selection from its
price sensitive Essente brand.

Web: www.kobe.eu
Email: salesuk@kobe.eu
Tel: +44 (0)1344 771653
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Address: 18 Wellington Business Park, Dukes Ride,
Crowthorne, RG45 6LS
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Each year, Linwood continues to offer unique collections
bursting with fresh ideas, while retaining the quality and
artistry we are renowned for.
This year we are proud to present our new AW19 collections at
Design Central. Discover Belleville, a stunning print collection
that reinterprets bold botanicals for contemporary tastes (left).
Cosmos, a range of luxurious velvets and weaves with a subtle,
understated air and Juno (right) a standout collection of plain
weaves, available in a palette of more than 100 colours.

Web: www.linwoodfabric.com
Tel: +44 (0)1425 461176
Address: 15 Headlands Business Park, Salisbury Road,
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Ringwood, BH24 3PB
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Little Greene is home to 300 years of the very best in paints
and wallpapers.
Using historical references from all the key periods of interior
design, from the 17th century to the late 20th century, we take
as much pride in the authenticity of our colours and designs as
we do in the raw materials we use in production.
We are the only British manufacturer still producing a
complete range of traditional and modern paints, including
interior and exterior finishes, oil-based paints, floor paint
and a range of hard-wearing, water-based ‘Intelligent Paints’,
especially designed for today’s busy homes.
For more information visit www.littlegreene.com.

Web: www.littlegreene.com
Tel: +44 (0)161 230 0880
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Address: The Coachworks, 420 Ashton Old Road,
Manchester, M11 2DT
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Masureel will be showcasing an array of collections from their
brands Guy Masureel, Khroma and Zoom, including the latest
collections, Folies and Ombra.
Masureel is rooted in the heart of the Flanders fields and
deeply values its heritage. Artistic research is used to
challenge and enrich the concept of wallcovering whilst
having minimal impact to the environment in the production
facilities and also, for the materials used. Masureel is
dedicated to maintain the recognised level of quality and
inventiveness and has taken up the challenge to provide
alternatives for PVC wallcoverings.

Web: www.masureel.com
Email: mduk@masureel.com
Tel: +32 5673 0757
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Address: Kantstraat 1, 8531 Harelbeke, Belgium
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Muraspec Wallcoverings is an international leader in the
commercial and bespoke wallcoverings industry. With a
heritage dating back to the 1850s, we have developed a
global reputation for outstanding product quality, impressive
design, and exceptional customer services and technical
support.
All of our wall-coverings have the highest fire ratings and
are seen in the finest hotels, cruise ships, healthcare, offices,
studios and high end commercial projects worldwide. Come
and discover our new timeless wallcovering designs from
our Muraspec and Fardis brand which will inspire designers
working on prestigious and luxurious interiors projects.

Web: www.muraspec.com | www.fardis.com
Tel: +44 (0)3705 117 118
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Address: Zodiac 2 Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts, HP2 7SJ
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Osborne & Little are renowned designers of furnishing fabrics
and wallpaper with a reputation for quality and design flair.
This autumn’s collections from OSBORNE & LITTLE include
glamorous embroidered and woven sheers and jacquards with
co-ordinated plains.
Celebrated interior designer NINA CAMPBELL introduces
elegant collections of prints, embroideries & wallpapers in
her timeless yet modern country style - with richly coloured
velvets and chenilles evoking a decadent bygone era. All in her
signature palette.
Osborne & Little are also proud to announce their exclusive
representation of MISSONI HOME WALLCOVERINGS for
the UK & Eire.

Web: www.osborneandlittle.com
Email: oandl@osborneandlittle.com
Tel: +44 (0)20 8812 3030
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Address: Riverside House, 26 Osiers Road, London, SW18 1NH
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PF Collections is a specialist bespoke upholstery manufacturer
based in Long Eaton. The town of Long Eaton is recognised
worldwide for manufacturing quality upholstery and this
reputation was further enhanced in 2015, when Long Eaton
was declared an area of Excellence in Quality Upholstery
Manufacturing. PF Collections is proud to be a founding
member of Long Eaton Furniture Makers with the goal to
promote Long Eaton made furniture and to ensure that the
skills in manufacturing in the area are maintained. This year we
are proud to announce we have become Industry Partners to
the British Institute of Interior Design to further recognise our
quality in design and manufacturing.
PF Collections is a privately-owned family company, which was
established in 1988. Managing Director & Owner, John Campbell
has since been joined in the business by his wife Aileen and
his four sons, Chris (Marketing and Design), Peter (Accounts),
Michael (Production) and Tom (Sales). Our wider family are our
workforce, many of which have served the company for the 31
years the company has been trading. They are highly skilled and
are proud to produce a quality British made product. Every piece
of furniture we manufacture is proudly signed by the craftsman
who made it.
For Design Central 2019 we will be showcasing our brand-new
Signature Collection. This is a range of Sofas & Chairs shown in
high end designer fabrics and no expense spared on upholstery
detail including fluting, deep buttoning and individual stud
detail.
Web: www.pfcollections.co.uk
Email: tom.campbell@pfcollections.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)115 9461282
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Address: Oakleaf House, Acton Road, Long Eaton, NG10 1FU
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Founded in 1976, Phillip Jeffries has grown from 10 grasscloths
to being today’s industry leader in natural, textured and
specialty wallcoverings. A manufacturer and importer of unique
and fine quality textured wallcoverings, Phillip Jeffries stocks
more than 1,700 natural wallcoverings, as well as many unique
handcrafted specialties.
A family-owned company based in the United States, Phillip
Jeffries maintains a worldwide network of “to-the-trade”
showrooms / sales representatives. Working hand-in-hand with
skilled artisans, Phillip Jeffries creates the design world’s most
beautiful and sought-after wallcoverings.

Web: phillipjeffries.com
Email: uksales@phillipjeffries.com
Tel: +44 (0)207 351 3333
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Address: North Dome, Second Floor,
Design Centre Chelsea Harbour, London, SW10 0XE
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With a fine reputation for its creative approach to design,
colour and texture, Prestigious Textiles is an established force
in the home interiors sector both in the UK and around the
world.
The company’s constantly evolving portfolio features fabrics
for curtains and blinds, upholstery and décor accessories,
embracing sumptuous jacquards and velvets, vibrant digital
prints and an imaginative selection of 3m sheers. This exciting
diversity is enhanced by a burgeoning collection of designled wallpapers.
PT-branded fabrics and wallpapers are available through a
network of appointed retailers and interiors specialists: visit
www.prestigious.co.uk or e-mail mail@prestigious.co.uk for
local stockist information.
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Web: www.prestigious.co.uk
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Riviera Home UK is one of the world’s leading flooring brands
who supply unique, hand crafted, quality carpets and rugs
to interior designers, independent retailers, specifiers and
architects.
Riviera Home manufacture a range of eco-friendly, fully
biodegradable carpets, made from 100% natural fibres from
renewable sources. Manufactured in our own factories, we use
both the traditional skills of handloom weavers and state of the
art machinery giving us the capability to create a diverse range
of innovative products in unique designs, colours and textures
across a variety of natural and man-made fibres.
Come and see our latest range of superb designs on our stand
during the show.

Web: www.rivierahomeuk.co.uk
Email: sales@rivierahomeuk.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1299 871446
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Address: 3A Wilden Business Park, Wilden Lane,
Stourport on Severn, DY13 9LN
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Roger Oates Design is delighted to be exhibiting at Design
Central for the first time.
The company has been designing and producing flatweave
rugs and runners for 30 years and is renowned for their
signature stripes. The extensive collection of simple fine lines,
bold borders, sophisticated neutrals and vibrant brights make
a contemporary statement for halls and stairs, whilst the rugs
create an impact in every room.
The distinctive texture and unique colour palette forms the
company’s iconic handwriting. Made with British Cheviot
wool, the flatweave is woven and finished by hand in the UK.
Traditional craft, innovative design and timeless style combine
to create a truly British design classic with global appeal.

Web: www.rogeroates.com
Email: sales@rogeroates.com
Tel: +44 (0) 1531 632 718 / +44 (0) 20 7351 2288
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Address: The Long Barn, Eastnor, Ledbury, HR8 1EL
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Established in 1973, Rol-lite Blinds have developed a reputation
for providing the best possible service to customers. With
continual investment in machinery and software we are able the
widest choice of window blinds available including motorised
and no drill solutions. At Design Central we will be showcasing
our new digital print roller collection in collaboration with
Louise Body.
The Louise Body Prints collection consist of 47 roller fabrics
featuring Louise Body designs on a variety of base cloths
including dimout, blackout, pvc and voile. Louise’s work is
stunning with some designs being a little risque including
Erotica which features swinging chandeliers and scantily clad
revellers! Some designs have also been especially commissioned
by Rol-lite whereby a brief / mood board was provided in
order for Louise to create the bespoke designs. The fabrics are
being printed in Britain by a textile specialists using the latest
techniques.
The collaboration has been developed in house, is completely
unique and is like no other. Our customers crave something
different to offer in order to distance them from the lower end
of the market and we feel this range satisfies this requirement.
There is a distinct made in Britain element to the range with
everything from design creation to blinds manufacture taking
place in Britain. We hope you enjoy the collection!
Web: www.rol.lite.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)161 338 2681
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Address: St Paul’s Trading Estate, Desmesne Drive, Stalybridge
SK15 2QG
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Sam Wilson designs are inspired by the British Countryside, she
transfers her beautiful drawings onto Lino and hand carves the
designs, these are then transferred onto textiles, pottery and
stationery. In 2015 she launched her award winning business
with her own collection of fabrics, homewares and stationary all
proudly made in England.

Web: www.samwilsonstudio.com
Tel: +44 (0)1386 849015
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Address: Field Cottage, Saintbury, Broadway, WR12 7PX
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ZOFFANY:
This season, Zoffany is on a crusade to share the exceptional.
Opulent hand chosen designs, new and archive captivate in
the new Antiquary collection.
HARLEQUIN:
Capture the essence of the world’s most beautiful boutique
hotels at home with Harlequin’s Momentum collection, a
selection of stunning wallpaper and fabric designs brought to
life in bold and bright colourways.

Web: www.stylelibrary.com
Email: enquiries@stylelibrary.com
Tel: +44 (0)203 457 5862
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Address: Chalfont House, Oxford Road, Denham, UB9 4DX
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Founded in 1964, Tektura design and supply contract-quality
wallcoverings for hotels, high-end residential interiors, and
commercial spaces. Known for innovation; our products
include deeply textured wood effects, leathers, silks, cork and
metallic effects. We also offer an extensive and eclectic range
of murals encompassing botanical and quirky illustrative
prints, giant-scale geometrics through to vintage prints all
of which can be custom-coloured. We believe wallcovering
can transform a space and we’re dedicated to delivering
outstanding product and service.
At Design Central, we’re introducing 12 brand new designs
and showcasing japanese-inspired murals by artist Kata Lips.
Tektura
34 Harbour Exchange Square
London E14 9GE
London 020 7536 3300 / Manchester 0161 876 5300 /
Glasgow / 0141 248 9888 / Dublin 01 284 1788
enquiries@tektura.com
www.tektura.com

Web: www.tektura.com
Tel: +44 (0)207 536 3311
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Address: 34 Harbour Exchange Square, London, E14 9GE
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The Woven Edge is a luxury bespoke rug design company
bringing together a collection of trend driven hand-tufted and
hand-knotted rugs.
Designed in the UK, in our Kidderminster based studio, we
are able to deliver a complete and unique offering of design
combinations which are then hand woven with intricate details
by our team of artisan weavers in India and Nepal.
We work with residential and commercial clients around the
globe to create custom made luxurious rugs using the highest
quality yarn of New Zealand Wool and Bamboo Fibres to create
pure comfort in the latest designs.
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Web: www.thewovenedge.com
Email: info@thewovenedge.com
Tel: +44 (0)1562 215115
Address: Gemini House Suite 15, Stourport Road, Kidderminster,
DY11 7QL
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Ti

TODAY INTERIORS

AURELIA – wallcovering collection
Whether classically ornamental, romantically floral, modern and
abstract or in trendy jungle style: Aurelia leaves an impression. The
colour range of this designer wallpaper collection extends from ice
and cotton white to egg shell green, beige, frosty green, contemporary
blue-green and red tones to elegant anthracite in combination with
copper and the all-time classic black and white. A treat for all wallpaper
fans.
CALLISTO – fabric collection
A luxury collection of designer fabrics comprising of six designs.
Patterns include raised sprigs of coral on a textured ground, storm
clouds, rippling water in shimmering gold and silver thread on a
watermarked background together with sculptured velvets to combine
high performance with a stylish look. Available in an on-trend colour
palette, Callisto is suitable for upholstery, curtains and soft furnishings
in a domestic and contract situation.
CARL ROBINSON
Edition 14 ‘Milan’
Modern forms and sophisticated techniques come together to create
Milan, the fourteenth edition from Carl Robinson. Inspired by Italian
design, Milan is one of the leading creative centres in Europe for both
design and fashion, the collection embodies the high style and classic
sensibilities of the city. The artwork in this collection is composed of
both clean lines and modern textures to create depth. Milan’s opulent
wallcoverings will immerse your space with saturated colours and
metallic finishes bringing another level of luxury to your home.
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Web: www.todayinteriors.com
Email: info@today-interiors.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1476 574401
Address: 5 Orchard Park, Isaac Newton Way, Grantham, NG31 9RT
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Tradescant & Son is a collection of unusual and exquisite printed
fabrics and wallpapers for distinguished interiors.
Inspired by John Tradescant, the 17th century collector and
gardener, and by the fashion for cabinets of curiosity in Europe,
the designs feature intricately hand drawn exotic and British
birds, insects, antlers, feathers and flora bringing a twist of
British eccentricity to any interior.
All of our designs are printed in England. We support local and
sustainable manufacturing, working with a number of British
craftspeople and artisans on our finished products.
Our new collection of beautiful homeware is launching at the
show.
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Web: www.tradescantandson.com
Email: info@tradescantandson.com
Tel: +44 (0)1200 446386
Address: The Studio at Lower Underhand Farm, Slaidburn Road,
Newton-in-Bowland, BB7 3DL
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‘Empress Garden’ is a new collaboration between Troynorth and
British fabric designer, Charlotte Gaisford.
13/19/62/28
4515 C

A collection of luxurious trimmings in fresh and very usable colours.
Also featuring Charlotte’s most popular designs as embroidered
tapes and borders.

65/43/26/78
432 C

A wonderful and welcome breath of fresh air in trimmings.

11/5/29/8
454 C

Web: www.troynorth.com
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Tel: +44 (0)1434 607366
Address: High Ardley, Hexham, Northumberland, NE46 2LG
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Warwick Fabrics are delighted to be showing tactile new
drapery linens, extra wide sheers, exciting new printed
collections & extended colourlines of our favourite
multi-purpose plains.
Heritage embodies traditional designs printed on fine linens.
The scale is grand, redolent of country estates, yet with subtle
colouring & a wonderful distressed linen handle.
Heritage fabrics co-ordinate perfectly with Laundered Linen
& the new textured weave, Edinburgh.
The Sequoia collection of soft-touch printed velvets was
inspired by the ambience and texture of trees, forests and
geological formations. These fabrics create a quiet, calming
atmosphere, adding a unique element to your scheme with
their abstract design. Sequoia velvets have a supple drape
for curtains & are durable on upholstery.
We will also be showing new colours of our favourite plain
fabrics Rouen, Keylargo, Dolly & Plush.

Web: www.warwick.co.uk
Email: info@warwick.co.uk
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Tel: +44 (0)1451 822383
Address: Unit 3 Gateway 12 Bus Park, Davy Way,Hardwicke, GL2 2BY
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Founded by the De Zutter family in 1954, Wind is today an
international reference in high-quality textile creation and
design. Today Wind distinguishes itself by its exclusive design
and its inspired collections as well as its conception of customer
service.
Each collection offers a unique assortment of colours, motifs
and textures exclusively proposed by the brand. These
collections are today on show in some of the most prestigious
locations throughout the globe.

Instagram: windexclusivedesign
Facebook: www.facebook.com/windexclusivedesign
Web: www.wind.be
Email: export@wind.be
Tel: +32 56 62 00 26
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Address: Wind NV, Vandewoestijnelaan 11, 8790 Waregem
Belgium 8790
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Celebrating its eighth year, The Deepbridge Chester Arts
Fair is taking place at Chester Racecourse from Friday 15th
November to Sunday 17th November 2019. The North’s largest
independent artist art fair will have plenty in store for everyone
with the arrival of over 120 British and international artists.
Showcasing over 2,000 pieces of art including paintings,
sculpture, ceramics, photography and mixed media. Join
us for our VIP preview evening on Friday 15th November
6-9pm to network with industry professionals, meet leading
contemporary artists and see what’s set to be our most
exciting event to date.
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Web: www.chesterartsfair.co.uk
Email: info@blackmango.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1244 952020

At Copper Fox we are wild about trims, braids and tiebacks
that are high quality, great value and a little bit different (just
like us). We hope you love our range and feel inspired by it.
We are a wholesale trimmings company based in the rolling
countryside of Northern Ireland. Where we supply fringing,
braids, beading, pom-poms and tiebacks to the interior design
and home furnishing industries, mainly focusing on the UK &
Ireland.
Established in September 2018 we launched with just 5
collections and since then we have swiftly expanded our
ranges to try and incorporate a broad spectrum of trimmings.
Look forward to introducing you all to your ranges.
Love Amy & Rae x

Web: www.copperfoxds.com
Tel: +44 (0) 28 92 699299 | 07525482230
Email: info@copperfoxds.com
sales@copperfoxds.com
Address: Copper Fox, 112 Skeagh Road,
Dromore, Co Down, N.Ireland, BT25 2PZ
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With more than 45 years of history, GUELL LAMADRID has
positioned itself as one of the most prestigious Textile Editor in
Spain
Its innovation model and philosophy of design, quality and
creativity have taken renowned interior decorators to bet on
its fabrics to bring life to superb environments.
The group has two flagships:
Güell Lamadrid is composed of a wide range of eclectic and
versatile designs, where original designs coexist with elegant
plain textures.
Les Creations de la Maison finds its inspiration in nature’s
sensitivity and in cosmopolitan elegance. Linens and soft
colours are used to create sober and peaceful ambiance
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Contact: Mark Wilkins
Email: uksales@g-lamadrid.com
Tel: +44 (0)7966 638621

We are a Portuguese young company, editing Barbara
Osorio fabrics collections for interior design. Although we
have started in 2017 the collections reflect many years of
experience in this field.
We love fabrics and the possibility of bringing out new
ideas, colours, textures, designs, patterns and unpredictable
combinations.
Exhibiting abroad is a possibility for us to enlarge our export
market and find new agents or distributors around the world.
It is also important to strengthen our presence in England,
since the feedback has been great from several incredible
decorators who are already our fans.

Web: www.bofabrics.pt
Contact: Mark Wilkins
Email: order@bofabrics.pt
Tel: +44 (0)7966 638621
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Mairi Helena is an Edinburgh based textiles & wallpaper
surface design label, offering a high-end contemporary
Scottish inspired print range for interiors. Created through
elements of her photographic portfolio of landscapes to
produce abstract surface prints, the collections include lavish
print velvet cushions, bold wallpapers and lampshades as well
as velvet and linen fabrics by the metre.
New for 2019 is her latest collection ‘The Explorer Range’,
launched as wallpapers earlier this year and now due to
popular demand as fabrics. The fabric collection will be
showcasing officially for the first time to the trade at Design
Central.
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Web: www.mairihelena.co.uk
Email: info@mairihelena.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)7969 350062

Premier Choice specialises in the manufacture of bespoke
curtains, pelmets and Roman blinds to the trade we also
offer a full estimating service.
Operating from a purpose built 50,000 square foot qualitycontrolled workroom in Cambridgeshire and providing a
nationwide delivery service.
All soft furnishings are made with customers own fabric and
all aspects of manufacture are carried out in-house.
Our curtain and blind department can make any style
regardless of size and volume and our lead time in general is
two/three weeks from receipt of fabric. We specialise in hand
finishing and all products are subject to rigorous quality
control.

Web: www.premierchoice.co.uk
Email: info@premierchoice.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1945 589558
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Leading design studio Print Pattern Archive is delighted to
reveal their first collection of luxury eco wallpapers.
Inspiring fashion houses including Ralph Lauren, Donna Karen,
Alexander McQueen, for over thirty years, Print Pattern Archive
is now posed to make a grand entrance into the world of
interiors.
Print Pattern Archives first stunning wallpaper collection
‘Mad About the Mid-Century’ has been drawn from a careful
curated selection of the most exquisite pieces from the 50,000
rare textiles and wallpaper archive dating from the mid-18th
century to the 1980s.
Interior lovers can now own a slice of history as this
rare collection of sustainable antique wallpapers with a
contemporary twist goes on sale.
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Web: www.printpatternarchive.com

Fresh, modern and stylish - Studio G was launched in 2016
and brought to you by the talented design team at Clarke &
Clarke.
Designed with aspirational, fashion conscious customers in
mind, Studio G brings you our take on the latest trends in
the seasons key colours at an affordable accessible price.
This season brings you four collections:
Co-ordinates – a small scale pattern,
Kelso – a soft handle plain
Palmero – a collection of watercolour designs
Sakura – a Japanese inspired collection.

Web: www.studiog.uk.com
Email: sales@clarke-clarke.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1706 242010
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Claire Illi Image

Ochre House is a new breed of bespoke furniture supplier,
creating excellent quality upholstery and case goods for the
interiors trade.
The Ochre House approach is simple: we marry expert
craftsmanship with the highest levels of customer service. We
are committed to delivering fantastic furniture on time and
on budget, enabling our clients to get on with the business of
designing inspiring interiors.
While our business is headquartered in London, our factory is
in Portugal, which allows us to offer great design at fair prices,
smoothly delivered to projects worldwide. Together our team
of makers in Porto provide a wealth of craft expertise; from
upholstery to metal, timber to stone.
Our House Upholstery Collection spans all areas of living,
dining and bedroom seating. Meticulously covered in each
designer’s individual selection of fabrics, the elegant Ochre
House silhouettes form the basis of exciting and innovative
interiors.
Autumn 2019 will see the launch of our new Case Goods
Collection, which has been designed to enable our clients to
curate a striking and individual look, combining elements of
marble, metal and woodwork, in each expertly-crafted piece.
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Web: www.theochrehouse.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 7588 649461

Titley and Marr produces fabrics with core values of quality,
value and aesthetic charm. Seasonal collections adapt
imagery and colours inspired from traditional designs to
suit contemporary as well as traditional style and taste.
Printed and woven in a mix of natural and rich vibrant hues,
manufactured in UK and Europe to the highest standards.

Web: www.titleyandmarr.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 2392 599585
Email: sales@titleyandmarr.co.uk
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White Light Ceramics is excited to be showcasing their new
collection of work at Design Central.
From her studio in the beautiful Cheshire countryside Rebecca
Louise Broad creates a range of delicately elaborate ceramic
homewares.
Rebecca uses a combination of porcelain and black clays
and strives to push the boundaries of the materials while
still retaining the wonderful tactile qualities that clay offers.
Adding texture and pattern to her work gives a new depth to
the repetitious forms that she creates.
Rebecca specialises in bespoke work, from large scale wall
pieces and sculptures, to dinners sets and vases.
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Web: www.whitelightceramics.com
Tel: +44 (0) 7866 894201
Email: hello@whitelightceramics.com

Jo Malone London – Authentic, unexpected fragrances,
exceptional gifts, exquisitely wrapped.
A token of gratitude, genuine surprise or well-deserved
indulgence. The gift of Jo Malone London is always a
welcome luxury.
From the smallest thought to the grandest of gestures.
The iconic cream box, wrapped with finesse for a lasting
impression. Choosing is almost as exciting as receiving.
Unexpected scents, coveted candles and sumptuous bath
and body care.
Join Jo Malone London for an iconic Hand & Arm Massage
whilst expert Stylists take you through a Scent Your Home
consultation.
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Web: www.jomalone.co.uk
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